Whose Unicorn is With my Mom?
By Alaya Jones and Atlas Lancaster
Characters:
Alexia
Ally
Unique
Katie
Lucy
Ben
Scene 1
(Alexia's house and backyard. At rise, the GIRLS and UNIQUE are outside
telling UNIQUE to jump through hula hoops)
ALEXIA: Unique, jump through the hula hoops.
UNIQUE: You got it, girl! (Jumps through all the hula hoops)
ALEXIA: Woohoo! Good job Unique!
ALLY: Yeah, go, go Unique! (ALEXIA and ALLY run to UNIQUE happily)
ALEXIA: Do the glitter round up!
UNIQUE: Let's do this! (Unique does it, huffs)
ALLY: What's wrong Unique?
ALEXIA: Yeah, are you feeling okay?
UNIQUE: I'm just tired.
ALEXIA: Okay, I'll go get some drinks
UNIQUE: Thanks.
ALLY: I'll go too.
(UNIQUE lays on the grass. LUCY looks through the window.)
LUCY: That unicorn has got to go. (LUCY goes to her room to get into a
disguise. She goes outside and grabs UNIQUE)

UNIQUE: (shrieks)
LUCY: Shhh (LUCY puts UNIQUE into a cage and puts the cage in her car)
I hope you enjoy your new owner.
UNIQUE: No, I don't want a new owner. (LUCY exits)
ALEXIA: I'm back! Sorry we gook so long, we got distracted by a new TV
show.
ALLY: It was awesome!
ALEXIA: Unique?
KATIE: Yes?
ALEXIA: Oh, there you are, I thought you got stolen but I know that will
never happen.
KATIE: Nope, never… (KATIE coughs)
ALLY: You sound different.
KATIE: (Talks fast) No I don't.
ALEXIA: You sound panicky.
ALLY: Yeah.
KATIE: Oh umm, I'm really ired from all those tricks, I'm tired.
ALEXIA: Okay, let's go to sleep. (ALL go to ALEXIA's room and go to
sleep).
Scene 2
(The next day)
ALEXIA: Ah, that was a good rest.
KATIE: Yeah!
ALEXIA: Ready to go practice?
KATIE: Umm.. yes.
ALEXIA: Let's go. (ALEXIA and KATIE go outside to do tricks)
ALEXIA: Do the glitter round up!

KATIE: Uh… Okay. (KATIE tries but messes up)
ALEXIA: Okay? Let's try something else, let's try the sparkle.
KATIE: Okay. (Katie tries but messes up again)
ALEXIA: Unique never messes up with the sparkle… Wait… You're not
Unique! I'm getting Mom!
ALLY: Alexia, your mom is gone.
ALEXIA: Oh yeah. Wait Ally, I need to talk to you.
ALLY: Okay.
ALEXIA: We will be right back. (ALLY and ALEXIA go inside to ALEXIA's
room)
ALLY: Alexia, what do you need to talk about?
ALEXIA: Do you think that unicorn is Unique?
ALLY: Of course not, wait… Your mom is back.
ALEXIA: Yay wait… are you trying to get me to stop asking about that
unicorn?
ALLY: No of course I didn't.
ALEXIA: Did you take Unique and replace her with a different unicorn?
ALLY: Of course not. Why would I do that? I love Unique.
ALEXIA: No you don't since you stole her.
ALLY: No I didn't Alexia, I swear!
ALEXIA: Just GO HOME!
ALLY: But Alexia…
ALEXIA: GO HOME, I NEVER WANT TO SEE YOU AGAIN!!
(ALLY goes home, LUCY arrives)
LUCY: Are you okay sweetie?
ALEXIA: No… Ally took Unique.
LUCY: Oh that's horrible.

ALEXIA: (Making a sad face) But I know you would never take Unique
from me, right?
LUCY: (Whimpers, then yells) I TOOK UNIQUE, I'M SORRY!!!
ALEXIA: What? How could you?
LUCY: I'm sorry but it's just, you spend more time with Unique than me,
and I miss spending time with you.
ALEXIA: Aw, mom, I'm sorry.
LUCY: It's fine, but you need to get back with Ally, I didn’t mean to ruin
your friendship.
ALEXIA: Okay. (ALEXIA goes to ALLY's house)
Scene 3
(Ally's house)
ALEXIA: Hello?
ALLY: Who's there?
ALEXIA: Alexia, can I come in?
ALLY: Ugh. (She opens the door) What do you want!?
ALEXIA: I just wanted to say I'm sorry for saying you took Unique, I was
hoping we could still be friends.
ALLY: You were mean to me back there, but friends forgive friends.
(ALLY and ALEXIA hug)
ALEXIA: Wanna go get Unique with me and mom?
ALLY: Sure.
(LUCY enters)
LUCY: Ready to go get Unique back?
ALEXIA/ ALLY: Yeah!
Scene 4:

(Ben's home)
LUCY: We are here!
ALEXIA: Let's go get Unique. (ALLY and ALEXIA run to BEN's home)
ALEXIA: Hello?
BEN: Hello?
LUCY: Hey Ben, it's me, Lucy.
BEN: Come in. (ALLY, ALEXIA, and LUCY enter the house)
ALEXIA: UNIQUE!!
ALLY: We missed you.
ALEXIA: Ben can we have Unique? Please?
BEN: No.
ALEXIA: Why?
BEN: Because I want another unicorn.
ALEXIA: We can trade Katie for Unique.
BEN: Can she do tricks?
ALEXIA: Well not yet, but…
BEN: Well I don't want her.
ALLY: Me and Alexia will train her to do better tricks.
BEN: No, I want to train her.
ALEXIA: Okay, here is a unicorn training book. (ALEXIA hands a book to
BEN)
ALLY: Also if you have trouble you can call us and we will come and
help.
BEN: Okay fine. (ALEXIA gives BEN KATIE and BEN gives ALEXIA
UNIQUE.)
Scene 5:
(ALEXIA's home)

ALEXIA: Ally, Unique, let's play.
ALLY: Okay.
UNIQUE: Yay. (LUCY comes up to ALEXIA)
LUCY: I promise I will never take UNIQUE again.
ALEXIA: Okay mom.
UNIQUE: (Yawns) I'm tired.
ALLY: Me too.
ALEXIA: Same.
(ALEXIA, ALLY, UNIQUE, and LUCY go to bed. A MYSTERY PERSON comes
in a disguise and seals UNIQUE.)
UNIQUE: HELP!
ALEXIA: Oh no, here we go again. (ALEXIA exits the stage)
END

